
REF. 94511 KIT VIDEO CITY VEO-XS WIFI DUOX PLUS 1L

Fermax presents the new VEO-XS WIFI DUOX PLUS kits for single-family houses, offices and businesses . 
The kits include all the necessary materials for its installation: CITYLINE entrance panel, VEO-XS WIFI monitor and power 
supply. 
In addition, they work with DUOX PLUS, a fully digital door entry and video door entry system and technology on two 
non-polarized wires, which simplifies their installation while maintaining the highest quality in the product and design, 
They include the VEO-XS WIFI DUOX PLUS monitor as standard, equipped with a Wi-Fi connection that allows calls to be 
forwarded to mobile devices . 
 Thanks to the Fermax BLUE application , available for free in the Play Store and App Store, the video door entry func-
tions can be managed directly from a mobile or tablet, to connect to your home, wherever you are. By connecting your 
WiFi DUOX PLUS monitors with the BLUE app, a range of possibilities will open up. Of all of them we highlight two that 
will be key: Divert calls from the video door entry unit to your mobile and open the door to the house from a distance. 
They also come as a standard with the Photocaller feature, which automatically captures an image of the caller. If the 
user decides to activate this function, the monitor stores up to 150 images, indicating the date and time when they were 

ACCESORIES
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CITY FLUSH BOX S1
Aesthetic complement to hide gaps left by other equipment and avoid stains on the wall that can 
occur from frequent use.

CITY S1 SURFACE BOX
Aesthetic complement to hide gaps left by other equipment and avoid stains on the wall that can 
occur from frequent use.

CITY SINGLE ANGLE BOX S1

CITYLINE DECORATIVE FRAME S1
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SPECIFICATIONS

 
Power Supply: 24Vdc

REF. 94511 1W DUOX PLUS VIDEO CITY VEO-XS WIFI KIT
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INCLUDED PRODUCTS
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CITY FLUSH BOX FOR KIT (S1)
New DUOX video door entry system with WiFi CONNECTIVITY integrated. You can now divert a call 
from your monitor to your smartphone or tablet.

POWER SUPP. UNIT+FILTER DIN10 24VDC-2.5A

DUOX PLUS CONNECTOR

DUOX PLUS VEO-XS WIFI 4

4802 3 MONITOR

40708 P.S.U. DIN4 230VAC/12VAC-1A

CITY PANEL DUOX PLUS  S1 CP101


